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Movie. 

 

 

SCENE 1: 

 

 

EXT. 

 

Opens with a silver screen visual of the spoken word’ thanks. 

 

 

THE HOLY TRINITY 

 

Heavenly fanfare elaborations resonate 

across the entire global business 

boardroom… Plus many future golden days 

are displayed via the phantom visitant 

in timelapse photography and his 

successful holy birthed rites… The new 

heavens created by the also alchemize 

into alignment. Expertly perfectly 

correctly timed with the complete range 

of all universal star suns planets and 

space dust all expansive legions 

representation Angels’ points conjoin… 

All the in tune with it sweet global 



earth big money jackpot machines 

overflow with his company invention 

blueprints scrolling up right and left 

side of the screen with my semi-

transparent silver pulse of light coming 

down over the entire centre of the 

screen every 3 seconds. The new stacked 

Intellectual Property chips… Favourited 

to succeed, and… His very best available 

next life scenario bigger better chips 

and invention karma engine takes over 

pro born again. Yes + signages and X 

signages. Bravo to you, bravo and they 

all love money. Of course, the divine 

loaded cards and camera angle turns 360 

degrees with silver lightning bolts with 

the world earth in the top right of the 

shot the background turns silver and 

gold plus the extra all cool audio 

clicking fingers noise is sounded… 

Behold, the all-embracing comprehensive 

established ubiquitous ever-present 

rare always principal circle central dot 

epic enchanted story tale stance centre 

exhibition and… Write the 90-degree 

level lines across the widespread 



panorama incline angles… Now decree 

magically cut it to a dark forces spider 

face off wizard sitting on a thrown with 

a big enough demonstration of a 

legendary sword exhibition please… Plus 

innovation added are better extra 

smashed alien exotic bones around his 

shiny boots and of course the first star 

shaped pyramid reascends to the earth 

which raised up before time with a very 

powerful execution type now red forked 

lightning bolt system show. Plus, Merlin 

the Saturnus and MR. Technical Smack 

Wizard Dominus whom lived on a tree twig 

in the earliest possible cosmos moment 

for a split second… As it was made ample 

sufficient efficient even by scientific 

standards of scrutiny the making of the 

ruling God big bang experiment 

successfully expanded and say’th… Big 

Cheese that’s just what I thought. Plus, 

the rule of the narration is spelt out 

every time spoken in a disguised 

computerized voice + key player meaning 

special FX iconographic imagery and 

original Angels magically please.  



 

 

FABLED IAIN ON FILM TODAY/IS A HOT BIG ON TOP OF ROCK SPIDER 

 

Yyyeeeaaahhhyes a menace. A new movie 

juice by the virtuoso performer leaves 

the other business today creative 

alchemists left toothless, and feeling 

really f*cking lucky incarnation and 

direction legates the finest old hat 

done it already ultra thrice fold made 

it pundit un-creative team heralds the… 

Facts and experiences all maven flair 

luxury indulgent plus very essential 

bonuses are included. Favourited wins, 

executed lavish artistry, pro up to the 

minute fashioned trends performing 

leading and instinctive lines… O’ the 

muscle-bound money mad maestri yes today 

say’th yes to my lip-smacking brain 

storming 1600+ piece invention suite. 

Superiority behold… Ace pre-eminence, 

ace regulatory major master players even 

get a mention well famous, big business 

ambassador harbingers also add all head 

genius’ and the bright star listen in 



ear-wiggers unto the alter before the. 

Yes, and good and bad omens. Theirs are 

looking weak and lost portents like a 

vessel child’s urine as… My inventive 

dash writing blazing flame mission is 

that of firebird waters… Note: Look big 

laddie and don’t sweat it sonny Jim 

buddy boy I knew the manoeuvres mate and 

dance moves and was very good excellent 

at originality at the top on point 

session before you were even managing 

silly billy enfant terrible nappy’s. You 

f*cking what managing ‘em alphabetical 

doing them producing them. This display 

is a high-ranking classic. This nifty 

exceptional person my pretty cinematic 

productive new all modernistic epic 

works piece blockbuster viewer is worth 

the f*cking banking cash then man. Now 

triumphant feats counted in and foreign 

blessing beads counting up you’re truly 

elegant a quick trendy chic part of the 

business opportunities grids success. He 

won’t let you down. Great indications.   

 

 



NARRATION 

 

Observe ace writing once upon a written 

line. It’s here for you all to see now 

for starters let’s get 1 thing perfectly 

clear the… The other deity does not come 

in the name of correct morning sunshine 

and light. He buddy boy point point onto 

the chest…  Comes in the name of eternal 

f*cking darkness and Satan has told me 

he doesn’t give a f*ck where they got 

all that other one from but they’re way 

off the chalk of the universe. Let it be 

known. 

 

 

SCENE 2: 

 

 

Visuals of Iain Innes’ words. 

 

 

EXT. 

 

IAIN INNES 

 



Intro. The adulterated treble XXXX rated 

film script on display today is going to 

be so tremendously great advantageous in 

my favour propitious such a wow factor 

aggressive literature piece plus treble 

well written big stakes with thy ghostly 

strength all world challengers and 

thieves were eventually flattened. It 

left all the audacious audiences so 

truly mesmerized gob smacked 

substantially wildly and his originators 

content was of pinnacle top materialize. 

As a matter of fact stories of the mayhem 

of its demonic night rights and eager 

waiting goblins, light lantern bogey’s, 

God’ Demon’ and evils also all other 

evil chants echoed down the un-holy 

corridor. Add the alcheme victorious 

imperishable malignant most magnificent 

excellent nymph of creation, plus… The 

impressive champ was shouted about out 

loud rodomontade boasted every day for 

200+ years… Then came into being a first 

new light era cockcrow then nightfall 

also the bickering fires of ?ell were in 

the end left smouldering pal and the 



demented Satan was left made quiet 

noiseless and pro silent. 

 

 

SCENE 3: 

 

 

INT. 

 

Opens with a strike magic wizard shaman in an unfathomable and 

immeasurable trance of power. 

 

 

Follows the visuals of God’s words spoken aloft with a beating 

blessed cooked monkey heart on the official alter this time for 

this is an arts piece which stands the test of time.  

 

 

EXT. 

 

GOD 

 

The most powerful shaman is a demi-God 

like the ‘____’ in My Mega Witch Doctor 

Spooky Breakers Movie which you are 

beeping at seeing in the country side 



and baron lands and the rich cities all 

around you today across the lands. But 

he is a beautiful male wearing a hundred 

plus schematic highly polished digital 

portfolio boots in natural light mode 

controlled by the system wrist piece. 

This f*cking footwear concept Protected 

Invention Intellectual Property of ‘My 

Portfolio’ houses a 1000+ pairs in one 

go schematic here’s Jonny Show… Plus can 

also have the top screens folded 

down/and detached to reveal the paid for 

brands hundred plus pairs each and can 

fit over any f*cking shoe… Display them 

E now in this movie film one’ that are 

rendered with a sweet as transition fade 

and bounce into the next pair of my most 

favourite pair of course in white. Plus… 

The new Demi-God is wearing tight jeans 

and a snappy trendy leather bomber 

jacket and a semi-transparent plastic 

vest with attire red hearts as well all 

over the garment in fact. He is an 

absolute f*cking hooligan thug pal a 

brutal f*cking killer psychopath. He is 

the marksman projection of the death 



list honour thy Angel magic gangster 

film project script this is called 

Titled. The Obliteration List. Titled 

‘Movie’ Where all against him is to be 

annihilated the repercussions were 

actually already done finito indeed and 

he lasted out the infinity because he is 

righteous. Again hahahahaheh… They 

cackled with the dead and stolen ritual 

spoils of the very horned indeed frantic 

maniac one that trolls through the night 

and still innovation upon a time… Plus 

even before I and I has awakened in 

morning the quick-thinking magical smack 

wizard Jiain whom have’th great shamanic 

depth who writes lightning movie 

literature quick lines is mighty in the 

truth. Plus, red alert innovation of the 

just. The virtuous penned word good all 

righteous and yin yang technique plus 

pact style combats the whopper vibes 

and… Via battle magic the semi-invisible 

handsome enough looking Devil b/pig 

fairy the leary little Sally and his 

completely nude black winged wicked 

bitch division witch torments them with 



fake illness, barefaced porkies… I leave 

him yet again in anguish with the first 

foot on the ground earth wobbling him 

over the pub tables already he sung… 

Then acted it out as the ¼ ton ranking 

innovation original harder and turbos 

the… Arm muscle strong so moreish 

invention magical Smack Wizard yes, I 

sang the Lord’s praises forevermore… 

With all the other Angels and remainder 

Demon chronicles. For Jesus Christ’s 

sake. Plus, the long dead under the 

ground celebrated. 

 

 

SCENE 4: 

 

 

NARRATION 

 

The new Demi God walks out he magic-ked 

out through the gates of Zion, and… All 

this is arriving sometime soon. 

 

 

LAWMAN OF THE GHOST 1 



 

My God he’s ticking off a death list 

man. 

 

 

SCENE 5: 

 

 

Visuals of the words. 

 

 

EXT. 

 

LAWMAN OF THE GHOST 2 

 

As I have been explaining before hit 

number 4 and 5. One of his gang bosses, 

God’s gang bosses dealt with it this 

way. Talking about hands from above 

vibes and in a very best available 

upgraded film sinister style… He sliced 

the school bullies hands off for him 

definitely no probs some donkeys years 

ago, funny fella/y’ he had that man’s 

hands little wee cut sliced off. He sir 

bled to his death and bo! He died a 



sh*tty little death writer. Dead in a 

dustbin bag under the rubbish landfill 

tip. Write/right on down south near 

where your best rave music ever was. Of 

course, beep D#n blanked out see. So bad 

is this bad man cool cat and yes, he 

always has been miss do not believe 

everything you read you dumb little same 

neighbourhood weak sp*stics plus beeped 

out bits and the film arts thou again 

and… New applause and a big thank you. 

We done him in for ya and we had him 

broke his backside/for the many times 

the enemy vibes cheeky chatted the big 

lips/porky pies Jonny Show. We 

completely punked them all back nasty 

and not even with spat up into his bottom 

but like the other laid out unfortunate 

under tarmac hit write spit into his ass 

for… His representation team the very 

naughty rhyming engine public house fame 

pals. He dear squirrel and dear sergeant 

bled his sissy lot lost it. Totally 

covered in blood. Bleeding in oil…  Plus 

you don’t get a f*cking mention now you 

old c*nt. He Dear reader of exquisite 



film literature is looking for his 

rotter hands amongst the rest of rotten 

garbage rubbish garbage Sally face. Put 

this bit in your film as well a mate a 

but me saying it… What mate, that’s 

malice mate you little kebab house 

bastard. That bit is in it now. Thus 

this part of the film pulverises the 

enemies throat. Plus a money one back to 

them in thought because I know you love 

money… Equals a very lovely big maths 

symbol so quick-on-the-up-take is this 

lightning bolt driven stanley blade 

drive across the neck a written 

fabrication today thanks and at 

tomorrows venue she has a scaffolding 

pole crashing through her skull and 

shaking willy nilly as she is the nasty 

c*nt whom cannot read right and plus wow 

famous. Plus, look, hey! Your other big 

beef man of junky head farts fame family 

makes an appearance slag boy, his mate… 

Has been read and already been done laid 

out in a phat new puddle of knife to 

belly many times plasma near/down the 

road from big Luey Sl*cker R*nkings 



doorstep. You see, you see what you get 

when you mess with the real s*rcerers. 

You find that out you get f*ckin’ repped 

mon! 

 

 

Cut. 

 

 

SCENE 6: 

 

 

NARRATION 

 

Let’s go now just visualise thy words in 

this whole scene. 

 

 

INT. 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

Introducing mega song verse and movie 

scene 1 and 2… In a yin yang style evil 

muddy hole well gruesome graphic. The 

new updated movie e special written 



edition. Portfolio Song #141/123 S… 

A.K.A. Movie script concept 14. Titled. 

Hell Hole, the deluxe written Hell hole 

entry! 

 

 

SCENE 7: 

 

 

A graphic description of all the song audio thanks.  

 

  

1ST FILM/SUB SCENE 1. VERSE 1. 

 

Effective fruitfully successfully only prolonging the 

inevitable he'll be like going down as saintly certainly 

already… Productively a little balance text film art snack and 

musical slice is needed good God don't do it fly boy. Do it 

write to the spectators target the audience with the extra x 

added mark up onto our halo lord tinsels and for you reader dear 

golden eared listener an excellent tuned organ is needed the 

movie experience follows… Splendid in a subjected heavy mega 

awesome silver all weighted tongue sing the dialect world has 

many bloody hell holes Mr. Innes the one to write about now 

today within the song alembic flick number takes stage action 

controlled and power position in a medium sized room with a 



dirty muddy floor at an unknown tasty read foreign land 

location… As you know you can even teleport it in the 

intellectual mental cerebral anywhere write it the way ya saw 

it logical shamanic a day ago as you saw it and half an hour 

previously or so… Room. Muddy floor. Bloody 25 cm converted 

transformed 50 cm half metre wide bloody hole. Near the doorway 

yes… That invention near the entrance evil trench adjacent to 

the Hell drain indeed let’s write a disguise guise facade near 

portico a one-armed bandit across the other side near the corner 

and… It’s hit the luxury exclusive heights jackpot of 

forbearances again the written tolerance art rites performing 

one armed bandit fruity machine that has the very execution 

written accomplishment best diamond dust conquest confetti 

tinsel shaking so excited thrilled shimmering steam coming up 

through the chance of a hit the jackpot really extremely 

extravagant superb overgenerous golden lustrous cash magical 

coins are flowing out of it. 

 

 

SCENE 8: 

 

 

1ST FILM/SUB SCENE 2. CHORUS. 

 

With jumping sally sows and the written monkey sacrifice and 

put a snake in your foot you f*ckin’ Sall-a, plus I’m pretty 



confident… This Hell hole can change yin yang weight also vibes 

glow feelings and it's now 1 metre yes 100 cm across and has 

moved position in the room and that expansion angle other bit 

bleeped out properly no danger avoid it void mortal sub-

creature… Of course, there is something moving around flesh down 

there very risky hazardous limbs and foe limbs forgotten scarily 

bones teeth and all in the Hell hole including awful so appalling 

and very dirty terrible germs… Bigger and added bigger ones are 

further lower down there, is, something else far more polished 

gross very wrong with that f*cking hole and pestilential 

experimental mishaps and yin evil mistrials things that can only 

dwell in this dissolute???? F*cking space ship land world portal 

to Hell place... The Hell hole song movie tune it is… A phat 

tune scary limbo track about a two hundred minus a mile or two 

deeper still watery bloody evil wet grave gap hellish gorge. 

Written within a better skilful than bigger better than mega 

specialized written original head leading visible corridor 

hearty room. + that's quite remarkable and mazey. This is just 

a little movie concept type script to be sung. This front door 

song is the Hell hole font that can teleport I can teleport it 

in front of you in dreaming plus just before sleep, I… can 

teleport it anywhere on the earth. Now brightly awake come look 

swish see the Hell hole septic tank of sceptic evil sluice the 

dead cynic slags rot within the slop of it. Powerfully it’s 

sickening disgusting labyrinthine horror strips other passage 

rites written by the others and the Hell hole in this is wicked 



sh*tty snake-y assured poised in twisted spot venom poison line 

vibe arts is it, it is made up of doom… Brought forth by the 

bleeding all sinful master’s hapless hearts and deeper inside 

the math it easily truly masturbates onto its bleeped out sp/t/c 

case horrid nasty evilest slitted cold tap wrists and hot boils 

the brainy wits for now for that is the Hell hole, a portal of 

Hell! Movie idea concept film script 14 song #141… And any 

f*cker can get chucked into it as well. 

 

 

SCENE 9: 

 

 

1ST FILM/SUB SCENE 3. VERSE 2. 

 

Conclusion sing cantos the finale verse lines… The world has 

many Hell holes Mr. Innes but this one's writer is one of the 

Christian Faith and balancing matching harmonising a yin yang 

skilfully practised. Now the final scene really zooms out and 

up past the satellites earth orbiting ones that are watched 

through… The concluded money one, and… That method eradication 

one… I know that wins at audio edition and quick secret visual 

'1213' invent mentioned bleeped out of the invention portfolio 

works creation that is good holy consecrated and pro wholesome 

and arts thou. Say aye! Now global party team hey what the f*ck 

you in tune with. Tuning at me wrong what the f*ck are ya beeping 



at c*nt… The dark forces do not even want to go to through dance 

‘bout that f*cking hole Iain I.E. The white Caucasian foreigner’ 

tale of our Hell hole was well explained today vision slanted 

buy the yes I and I that was an awesomely unfortunate fella 

writing that pig of a phat tune that blimped start to finish 

and finishes with all the nice things in life, lots… Of good 

health, antiquities riches and friendships nice e electronic 

cherries on top of it too. Plus… O' put in a quick base metal 

into gold that arts and not by art that you like asked in it to 

please pact. Voila. Then finally the blessed virtuous saintly 

viable business wins came marching true. Mission complete and 

fiction. 

 

 

Yes, keep going helmet… 

 

 

SCENE 10: 

 

 

INT. 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

Movie introducing another song number 

from the original company lyrics 



invention track #161 titled… Tarmac. A 

film script musical invention Known as 

tarmac. Here the fictional muscle hard 

men are dumped into fiction bin bags 

bud. 

 

 

SCENE 11: 

 

 

Thanks a lot. A graphic description of all the song audio thanks.  

  

 

2ND FILM/SUB SCENE 1. VERSE 1. 

 

Cut throat and watch me click another song out of the chamber… 

Oit! You cheeky little vibe - signage sally/s… Like aye! Does 

it look and sound like this big bad man bad bitch is f*cking 

around now… This is film script 14+ song 161 plus it is titled 

and done real good in new tarmac book #title 71+ number. Well 

let's get it f*cking started then shall we… Right let's get one 

thing perfectly clear alright you ugly c*nts… In this f*cking 

big raver bruv mon movie dirty newer tactic fanatic tactics 

mother f*ckers are picking their little fiction fx knee fracas 

caps off the f*cking wee little asphalt mate in a double shot. 

New extra rad excellent Iain, yeah man! There's the f*cking cash 



then man alignment schematics primacy yes brother' and sister' 

fair enough this is… In part a really good cinematic time buddy. 

Good on ya… So stop f*cking around now son check out this 

clicking… Rap film it's the vault welkin. Every bovver f*cker 

vibe warring fight battle click brother' at war with the 

smartest technique dirty brother action have already been 

picking bits of their funeral mates knee caps off this classic 

tarmac gang music clique film portfolio bud-a boy. Written are 

some firm prototypical authoritative classified censored 

paradigm trouble it no mention now f*cking beeped out lines of 

deleted nullified world global all country creed gang bosses 

and some big math calculates… This is the new cash text that 

looks and sounds good in my film. Plus, enchanted horned sexy 

pixies… Plus extra classic pogo rocking merlin gorgon universal 

bogey babylon powers plus beyond the O' magical one' oblivion 

eyes… + I and I' representing God and Devil teams. This is also 

a yin yang team film. This power holy and Demon magic style 

Angel magic style film set movie team song team text alphabet 

combo… Has global all big wet repping wet sexed tight line 

v*ginas slipped in tight done well nice pleasing friction well 

pixelated graphics and cheeky not know the crack enough brainy 

head brains cooked in pans of hot curry powder millet water in 

a favourited top decade position riddim professional. Oi, a 

quick chip pan fire rapped out, a crack pipe rapped out a quick 

beheaded rapped out gun shot in the air bad rocking radical bang 

salute new written wads… This little film script song extra 



secret is revealed unto the, easily triple… Teeming with E's 

fortunate life plasma pump out plus added 18+ bouncing tits 

bounce with excitement. An apex more viable written monkey song 

heart is on the legal alter skilled smack out sacrifice and f*ck 

dat and rave 'em a back\slash ride them some more evil yin free 

karma right hand man whip sins… I am the bad man film invention 

tune creator the f*cking innovation formulation show the gold 

cup ranking sound boy p-big boy repping smash in the arena… This 

is the best gangster rap tune and dig it hit and within these 

better than precious lines are you f*cking clicking crazy 

where's my f*cking banking up cash man and… Add yes man this 

math calculated big tune selector champion gorgon arena brother 

is so creative… Plus has a f*cking what chic on paper "1600+" 

biz invents opportunities grid blueprints worth of words in an 

originality clicking innovation and moreish clicking finger 

vibes snap zone and all herein is truly triple weight… Ranking 

ton and easily ranking cool, worldly suave plus wicked in jump 

up musical magic talent. This top bro position song here this 

score we sing together forever via the better than large Heaven 

step where graphic fx and exact frequency hardcore scores more 

of better weighty wins and beyond behold… The sexed up squeezing 

wasted jinxed bitches. The coming true/through tune singing tale 

song went forth again through the movie light empyrean with a 

morning sunrise but a morning sun sunrise of every heavenly 

heavy sun star sun star in the cosmos universe sunrise onto mine 

I an' I/Iain Innes raise and halo which also is a blow fairy 



one and asterisk symbol curried of course hot and hi… What would 

you like from me today Angel magic or Demon magic… Rocket! Plus 

merl… Dominus with the musical tune rich vibes man is in this 

movie tune. This is a good weight movie action plus he must 

action say… Got to give you a magic slap welkin graphics slapper 

the coming true big frequency graphics… This is a very big 

sh*tty bum diamonds song it’s coming on the back of the alchemy 

word to run you right outer town ride you and mow you down off 

the road… Its already rolled up done in murderers and rapists 

fiction world in home lands buried yes made into dirty movie 

asphalt fiction tactic so visible and so fashionable. Innovate 

E give 'em a f*cking ranking Daddyo chorus score spanking of a 

song… 

 

 

SCENE 12: 

 

 

2ND FILM/SUB SCENE 2. CHORUS. 

 

Plus hear this… Write them some more flack… Do them another pro 

aggro Iain… And yes man dig this the reply said unto the, for 

the fly boy clicks and the fly boy dances it all goes pop pop 

pop pop pop already f*cking loads of times 'fiction' the 

continued first rated action of the chorus act that smart arts 

thou… Plus if the real time leaking fitted up gas system action 



and guy bloke man sent by the most famous evil one with the 

little pointed Satan worshipping disguise style beard/lovely 

felly = slang fella if he can't do me in kill me son then know 

this… No mouthy little sh*t or other muscle lippy c*nt is going 

to be able to do me in either be that head farts or otherwise 

mate. Yes, Iain man, plus in this newer chorus version and ting 

the other big brat kid does not even need to get a clicking 

mention son. Plus, this is the tarmac film. Plus tell them 

skilled fabled Iain on film the killer the written lines from 

the Christmas day Demon birthday date cat sh*t spider cook up 

curry pact'd skills and… The exact form and method horned thing 

and times 3 nude pixelated demi-God Angel nymphs brandishing 

the repping gong sound in a top left to bottom right in a 10 x 

10 grid reference movie special graphics fx/audio studio 

alignment… Yo look in this in this tuning bit part of that yang 

arts chorus rhyme the R.G.B.Y. Sanctified musical invention 

curtains just got to open up one after the other successfully… 

O' exalted one and this here is one of my favourite back to 

basics earth planet passage laws from the biblical book of 

blessed men and Angels thou shall not take the name of The Lord 

thy God in vain because Iain he is coming as promised all the 

Heavens chanted and sing… Even Better holy trumpets resonate 

today/forever his accurate words… All the Heavens chanted and 

say'th today all the universal star vault representations 

blessed Angels and blessed men sang tomorrow in imminent 

victories plus forever extra calculated pro arts by my 



alchemical math new greatest creative secrets of the art 

revealed unto the prophet… Born via the all-merciful maker' mega 

moreish viable penned Angel magic and Demon magical pen. Yet 

the chorus must finish with a snake neck slit twisted onto of 

course the legal alter… This is the musical news, this is the 

music film, this fate hand is truly the welkin manifestation of 

creation plus it is a positive tarmac everything nice sweet 

everyone smiling and mother f*cking raving mate. 

 

 

SCENE 13: 

 

 

2ND FILM/SUB SCENE 3. VERSE 2. 

 

Banking + O' arts thou, and… Andale. Song buck’ aye ah yeah 

sound boy these are bags of innovation they are bags of death 

plus this is sweet mate and is easily… My little musical gun 

son magical this is not a f*cking weakling song come on… This 

is the jump up film that dumps mine enemies and your enemies 

under the tarmac nice and neatly under the road in trash bags 

with dark man spit in their ass’s mate. The new musical movie 

presentation notes. This is tarmac… This is a gangster song 

tarmac. I've got another tarmac tune for you it is a new tarmac 

song invention and film movie… It is also housed bound within 

Mr. E's talented book 71 futuristic. Dear excellent viewer apple 



of eye planet + eye of the beholder invention… A1 singing behold 

Iain tell them a song upon a time-tale movie line that'll breathe 

life into their expansion visual loving wings and will last 

forevermore well beyond all zion sound zest ziff antiphon zone 

periodic atomic sentences plus… Straight to the big leaders and 

leading head vibes this is an ace mega film so new and so bold 

a song written so right. This bright tight track is via the 

magic of a well-timed era and is shining primo optimistic plus 

such an all dat tap techno jazz waltz melodic and rock concerto 

bit written alphabetic film biz arts international anthem 

favourited and classical big text. The big sexed old skool raver 

is burning rubber on the freeway motorway born up movie singing 

song sound man weight ton measure amount this is such a mega 

money ton quota… Plus the extra very best available money 

alignment song suite balanced universal tone movie is the 

universal language tuned instrument and… Schematics person 

creative b-right-on song invention. Iain do write line rap 'em 

an ace hand continued rave techno boss score tonight! And do 

'em a song so sweet new unique that they will never forget it 

and always remember. Plus, do you remember the good old days 

Johnny show well do you? When slag bikers were dumped under slag 

tarmac into little done in bits of worthless sh*t with their 

blimping cool enough asses completely busted out mate then the 

art was all cleaned up no trace murdered they were cut up into 

little man slag pieces of sh*t and nearly completely forgotten 

about into bin bag tales they again went today… Black again 



written fiction that arts thou you've got to like this invention 

movie song and… If you do not who gives a sh*t! If any silly 

billy shit-a Sally thinks it's radio friendly or not down at 

the big enough talent disco city dance spot jot… That's f*cking 

hardcore you c*nt. This is also known as a song for book 71. 

Fabled Iain on film/here’s Johnny show… Give 'em a f*cking 

chorus… 

 

 

SCENE 14: 

 

 

2ND FILM/SUB SCENE 4. CHORUS. 

 

Plus hear this… Write them some more flack… Do them another pro 

aggro Iain… And yes man dig this the reply said unto the, for 

the fly boy clicks and the fly boy dances it all goes pop pop 

pop pop pop already f*cking loads of times 'fiction' the 

continued first rated action of the chorus act that smart arts 

thou… Plus if the real time leaking fitted up gas system action 

and guy bloke man sent by the most famous evil one with the 

little pointed Satan worshipping disguise style beard/lovely 

felly = slang fella if he can't do me in kill me son then know 

this… No mouthy little sh*t or other muscle lippy c*nt is going 

to be able to do me in either be that head farts or otherwise 

mate. Yes, Iain man, plus in this newer chorus version and ting 



the other big brat kid does not even need to get a clicking 

mention son. Plus, this is the tarmac film. Plus tell them 

skilled fabled Iain on film the killer the written lines from 

the Christmas day Demon birthday date cat sh*t spider cook up 

curry pact'd skills and… The exact form and method horned thing 

and times 3 nude pixelated demi-God Angel nymphs brandishing 

the repping gong sound in a top left to bottom right in a 10 x 

10 grid reference movie special graphics fx/audio studio 

alignment… Yo look in this in this tuning bit part of that yang 

arts chorus rhyme the R.G.B.Y. Sanctified musical invention 

curtains just got to open up one after the other successfully… 

O' exalted one and this here is one of my favourite back to 

basics earth planet passage laws from the biblical book of 

blessed men and Angels thou shall not take the name of The Lord 

thy God in vain because Iain he is coming as promised all the 

Heavens chanted and sing… Even Better holy trumpets resonate 

today/forever his accurate words… All the Heavens chanted and 

say'th today all the universal star vault representations 

blessed Angels and blessed men sang tomorrow in imminent 

victories plus forever extra calculated pro arts by my 

alchemical math new greatest creative secrets of the art 

revealed unto the prophet… Born via the all-merciful maker' mega 

moreish viable penned Angel magic and Demon magical pen. Yet 

the chorus must finish with a snake neck slit twisted onto of 

course the legal alter… This is the musical news, this is the 

music film, this fate hand is truly the welkin manifestation of 



creation plus it is a positive tarmac everything nice sweet 

everyone smiling and mother f*cking raving mate. 

 

 

SCENE 15: 

 

 

2ND FILM/SUB SCENE 5. VERSE 3. 

 

Buster! With arm movement that was their funny vibes slit neck. 

Ranking and f*cking… Andale and f*cking oi, oit! It’s so alright 

fab late in the day cockle bob-bit nut. Plus, look come see… 

Plus rap them a power song chant swag to rap at back. O' demented 

Satan… Oi. Plus are you f*cking kidding me pal, and… This please 

and thank you good manners is to be played by all the blimp-ing 

muscle men best and true new expensive rapping players loud. 

This is well computerized and the world computerized song volume 

bump up sound boy king of the techno dance event jump up fly in 

the manor arena is high powered, positive and well easily over 

ruling… Yeah ranking! A power yin and yang innovated play like 

know other coin ever before him… E. That's the f*cking one boy 

the epicentre of love your merciful big bang finale invention 

creator song master system method movie style… Plus have another 

banking circle with a dotter in the middle symbol flag x signage 

+ signage cash and coinages @ my new ranking invent. This isn't 

namby-pamby man mate he's not f*cking around now flim flam boy 



he's already had 6+ people clicked in their f*cking faces 

fiction already. Plus, tight ranking clown kid this is a movie 

tune a smiling ton of happy ever after happenings. Then 

lightning strike visuals reveal unto the his art and big vibe 

thunder claps followed in correct and true new sequence rhythms. 

The clock struck 1 am the Devil and his witch was in tune with 

it and defeated again. Plus all world main lane whores and back 

ally wenches who act through the night were defeated. The world 

is so crooked Iain it doesn’t matter what you write and this is 

a fiction movie fiction song and blessing. Let's f*cking go now, 

listen… To the pro lion bass roaring through the rave speaker 

box mate, you know the score funkiest foot tap homeboys and 

positioned side peaked caps. Plus big respect and love is needed 

in this bit good bit this arts holy bit + sing them O' behold 

all meek and decent ones and sing to the, minus the all wicked 

that swim in illuminated blackness winning plans of the nearly 

all powerful darkness defeated in the entirety coming era days 

of the O' Heavens reborn on earth saga… Plus! The proxy wise 

mad man kills it here and kills alter chimps not even for penny 

quid pay hat songs, plus… Powers up and moves on in life 

professionally finishing the movie art marrying it with a very 

large snappy swish other worldly evil oscillate vice charm extra 

unknown dimension in fact the hairy dirty nailed hand arrives 

out from within the phantasm cot of death, caresses its two 

clicking fingers in the final friction act also wheels and deals 

out… A very sharp all musical nice neck stanley smiley/better 



angle monkey sacrifice to female bum slap and power button mate 

in the same arm action. So, f*cking cheer up what's the matter 

with ya pal and it was the tarmac film new lines upon a rhyme 

and… What are you still f* beeping at sally you cheeky little 

Devil plus I won't tell you again now you little c*nt. 

 

 

Cut that’s a rap. 

 

 

SCENE 16: 

 

 

 

EXT. AND INT. 

 

There was then the visuals of more extensive and countless 

magical hits things breaking arms and legs snapping with magic 

on a 10 x 10 grid top left to bottom right sequence please. 

Followed by a 3 second silver screen followed by the picture in 

the supernatural book of a dead skeleton raised from z/the 

coffin box. 

 

 

A VOICE WHO OBVIOUSLY KNOWS THE CRACK FROM ADAM/HE KNOWS THE 

F*CKING SCORE PAL 



 

Remember someone weren’t telling him 

verbally to write this folks… Come on 

Iain tell them if we can easily Ouija 

Board the dead alive… We can Ouija Board 

people dead. Plus, raise write show them 

an exactly like the picture in the 

supernatural book. 

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

As the man explained above. 

 

 

SCENE 17: 

 

 

NARRATOR 

 

Go writer, bring out the giant pickling 

vats pal crack open the finest vinegar 

tanks where they shall end up for an 

eternity in limbo via the main vortex 

camp waiting for the later day session 

or upgrade it innovate them… To a 



nothing void of energy existence 

negative nor positive. There is no Hell 

like the one I can dish out in these 

movies… Wheel and deal writer wheel and 

deal. These are truly testing times and 

very interesting days we’re living.  

 

 

SCENE 18: 

 

 

NARRATION 

 

Plus shut up you little clown… Hair/of 

the head pulled back neck f*cking 

stanley mate! Hahaha ha ha. Ah you 

f*cking pig brother. Plus, now one of 

the blackest good for zen fella’ on 

earth says. 

 

 

And note this black fella had skin likened to that of the purest 

black obsidian stone and eyes that bear a resemblance to the 

blackest onyx…  

 

 



BLACKEST FELLA/ALSO BOGEYMAN 

 

Please f*cking say it MR. Say… The fated 

land still continues to h*nkey bleeped 

out rude dude word clicking bleed 

E/Iain. The gifted land will bleed then 

like the enemy’s hapless unlucky heart. 

Plus… I’m having a ten hottest plus 

biggest cook-up of spider’ innovation 

for lunch as well like the muscle man 

biker in your other film but I’m going 

to eat all of the heads down… Before 

some other bad-der fellas than even I 

tries to steal this talented palomino 

line of spide’ off of my excellent 

rapping loving love lips mate. Quick 

finish my hungry teeth have eaten them 

all. F*ck ya then you must be awfully 

powerful in the wizard sir. 

 

 

SCENE 19: 

 

 

Dear reader, eye of the beholder visuals of the narration thanks 

again then. Well get to it. 



 

 

NARRATION 

 

Now the following visual shows us a 

locked room with a bare ceiling light 

this room contains many driven mad meat 

blow flies and the Ouija Boarded alive 

carcase enemy of the writer is truly 

filled with maggots and appalling 

amounts of unpleasant pus. The corpse 

cadaver the little pervert is walking 

around on stumps laughing and whingeing 

whilst a happy whistling tune in played 

on an elevated stereo speaker, and… What 

are you laughing at you little f*cking 

m*ppet/beeped out. 

 

 

SCENE 20: 

 

 

Now an interlude for a business advertisement from our sponsors… 

Red blue green yellow gold silver and gold curtains open in 

sequence revealing the business commercial on top of a pre-



eminent plinth alter podium, plus… A top selection from the 

global lion’ share decade 

 positioned ranking business portfolio/1600+ invention 

blueprint schematic highlights scroll from right to left around 

its base = “NUMBER 1 BUSINESS ADVERT.”  

 

 

SCENE 21: 

 

 

EXT. 

 

The following speech visualised also. 

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

Back to our food. That is just wonderful  

splendid everyone’s restaurant 

favourites fell from the sky into their 

designated sector. A very appetising and 

delicious selection Iain a very tall 

tale today.   

 

 

SCENE 22: 



 

 

Lots of new baby tarantula spiders over flow from its flash 

expensive silver rimed and flush video camera all in one eating 

and drinking global location led screen network digital 

interactive glass chalice grail… Followed by a shocking big 

black spider dark light night scare crawling over a fruit bowel, 

bunch of purple grapes please with red forks of lightning 

strikes and rumbles of force rumour and bad vibes muttering and 

distant thunder with a humanoid format shaped spider wizard in 

the bottom left of the shot scene.  

 

 

SCENE 23: 

 

 

EXT. 

 

Visuals of what all 3 shamans say and know. 

 

 

SHAMANIC 1 

 

O’ food and erm… I like these vaulted 

fiction movie creative rites to contain 

a holy lofted and biggest poisonous 



beetles’ nest on top of the spider’ nest 

and leaves keep the hits coming 

vjibbavjibvj*bbavajab blanked out with 

a symbol asterisk kid. Okay you’ve asked 

for it kiddo. Followed up with… A very 

haunted nasty black magic fly and wasp’ 

nest. 

 

 

Spelt out on main blue onto this exotic silver screen… ‘A very 

haunted black magic fly and wasp’ nest.’ Sun sets and sun rises 

in timelapse photography to reveal the haunted nest vanished 

and gone. Perhaps it was the leaking gas system mate as displayed 

bound within the other IP film script.   

 

 

SCENE 24: 

 

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

Thanks a lot, plus this is also a good 

bit that’ll give me big f*cks of foreign 

land rich she bitch wet witch wenches 



with big hair do’ I’mmm up their f*cking 

asses all night… C*nts.  

 

 

Plus, the above was effortlessly wow pixelated or not wow 

pixelated also showed the birds friends with angle slick haircut 

styles their hair slicked back because they are very triple cool 

sunny shine industry some with sunglasses on and all wearing new 

white trainers and getting very wet excited precise… 

 

 

SCENE 25: 

 

 

EXT. 

 

Follows narrations visuals. 

 

 

NARRATION 

 

Plus, the very best graphics special fx 

available for the four aces chaos 

citadel text prose hand arts piece bit 

typing… The directed bedlam of the 

right-hand man conjuration keys brought 



the magic peril horror to a most fitting 

end and this new precipice chasm 

levitated… The eventual doom and its 

magic attire existed from the beginning 

of documented time. Plus, my better 

exclusive wild card winning style 

entertainment-built fix allowed the 

all-inclusive movie tough nut ruffians 

herein a sure resolute violent fix today 

including but not limited to the 

lobbying of bricks onto the damned heads 

of the fracas flack subterranean sub 

creatures at the exact bottom ledge of 

the bottomless slippery zombie infested 

slime pit abyss this is the finale 

fracas scene pal… Ssssome of the dead 

were also hung out to dry onto a key 

devil rack.  

 

 

SCENE 26: 

 

 

 

Crucial visual description of Iain Innes’ words. O’ these are 

much inventions of worth and professional thanks.   



 

 

IAIN INNES/FABLED IAIN ON FILM 

 

Then there was a terrible attack bomb 

blast for the, and… This story fairy on 

top of the celebration holy 

representation tree’ eyes glowed a vital 

deep lingo patois text tongue fabled 

Demon spawn red with striking rich rare 

sanguine blue plasma bolt lightning 

across the total surface area earth with 

fantastic maths. The wide-ranging all-

embracing holy son of God Jesus Christ 

‘my friend’ bashes another movie lippy 

c* on the nose with his expensive not 

poor gold ring… In self-defence. Look…  

Shooter time… Plus the original gangster 

used to shoot dead hard biker bod motor 

bikers. He had enough muscle. This time 

he shot a biker club geezers knee caps 

off who had a beef with this magical 

smack and the incantation, plus the 

lippy greasy perv had a hair do like 

that very cool rock star fella from the 

early eighties with a sensitive double 



sawn off… He did not f*cking shoot both 

his legs off at exactly same time in 

this version film discretion new flicker 

formatted golden arts flounce of the 

silver screen boss score bob obeisance… 

As within his gifted new glamour 

pavilion creative dash heights the  

second leg was done shot off after he 

had crashed to the ground hard ‘fiction’ 

flick. + I bless ya again this Christmas 

in elegance. Well scan tons of bikers 

had a haircut like that. Makes no 

difference to me does it pal.  

 

 

SCENE 27: 

 

 

INT. 

 

IAIN INNES THE GOD SHAMAN WIZARD VOICE OVER 

 

Look ginger big cunt-er… Victory for me 

then you see emphasis plus added tonight 

my human foci of fair skin and bone an 

Angel faced creative one of the best 



available Bogeyman on team has the edge 

on you. Yyyyeeeessss he does. He is just 

expressing his influenced skills of thy 

great holy superior surpassing creation 

power… With an extra updated 1600+ 

invention concepts including the cold 

all germ cleansing audio frequency = 

1.********Htz invent #1213 they told him 

do you want to enter our competition 

with it and how would you overcome 

shadowing… All this display exhibition 

ground on the back of the ‘ALCHEMY’ 

word. Hardly shallow then is it. Look 

pal you have been nearly completely 

obliterated done in outclassed and it’s 

nearly all over the end of the film… 

Plus he looks as good as your nice top 

people who have the f*cking cash man 

with basically just a bar of soap mate. 

 

 

SCENE 28: 

 

 

EXT. 

 



Displaying even deeper psyche via his technological trance in 

‘the’ cavernous e-jungle ancient location network and at the 

top of a pact-ed temple grid we rewind the visual/graphics a 

very special fx graphics back to Demon’ building the temple via 

forced labour/alien visitation/s and the whole wham bam thank 

you mam Angel magic saga in a flick book format/timelapse 

photography which lasts but one minute. The scene then fast 

forwards to this again tale to the top of the temple shot where 

the heavy blocky dark priest white in colour complexion with 

straw and pure golden cuffed wrist garbs, a purple cape which 

have’th a circle and epicentre dot. A mysterious clicking noise 

is heard from the jungle. The priest/wizard is also wearing a 

magical design digital in nature dragon image mask story 

invention of his business portfolio it has memory bank of many 

more imagery okay hah. As he wished the giant benign Demon 

through/true imaginative action-packed days from the smack 

wizard vortex he whom loves dealing out godlike invents to the 

public and policy older God’ this is a human and written monkey 

sacrifice producing a managed vessel sun that shines the 

critical light… With countless wailing banshee wind noises 

through the trees tops fx specials. Add further pro political 

allegiances are noteworthy advance. Plus, extra evolved 

invisible knowledges of the alchemical mass thanks this is the 

movie arts. 

 

 



SCENE 29: 

 

 

A BIG AND HAIRY ENOUGH/TOUGH NUT BIKER OF THE HOOLIGAN CLIQUE  

 

F*cking ah yeah, and this number is 

another f*cking good bit a close to 

finale ride…  

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

And that’s f*cking right mate now it’s 

his scene 29 bump and… All you little 

cinematic sh*ts and dirty old men enjoy 

the sexy movie juice scene for this is 

the sex bit it is leading up to the final 

scene the wipe out rad and gnarly ride. 

Plus, what is an excellent film without 

some big wet dancing titties in it being 

well excellent nice. Here have some… 

Lots of ‘em. 

 

 

 



Wow many night club birds with very large pretty chests big 

breasts are stripped bare and dancing nude at a big enough venue 

in town party foam party event see every female the whole dance 

club tour in 1 whole minute it lasts, some even have their 

knickers off mate with what zoom in shots and spreading. 

Hahahheheheh.  

 

 

And… 

 

  

SCENE 30: 

 

 

NARRATION 

 

Yeeeaaahhhyes have some of that. The 

ultra-gangster motor-biker finale scene 

is here listen-up. Plus, an important 

note from the writer clique… He is 

completely neutral okay he’s in it for 

the thrills, and the coins and only the 

best babes can suck on get his d*ck hard, 

plus… You don’t even need to get a 

mention you cheeky Sally or do your 

cheeky mates business newspapers. A cut. 



 

 

VISUALS OF LORD GOD ALMIGHTY NARRATING SPEAKING ON FILM FOR 

THIS IS THE HOT FLICKER NEW FINALE SCENE INVENTION 

 

Right, you many little bad mother 

f*ckers and bad little leary slappers! 

The motor-biker gun shootout takes 

place. The coolest and harder ranking 

biker club geezers pulled up at the 

enemy’s spot they shot dead the big 

biker mother f*cker club geezer for 

thieving da contending clubs cash power 

heavyweight score of cocaine crack. The 

rude boy/big bad man murderer tore off 

around the corner on his mighty hog… 

There was a chase across ½ the city 

metropolis after the other formidable 

club’ mates fired up their colossal 

weight massive power engines. One point 

of the chase between these hated rivals 

at gunpoint one point and 1 O’ clock 6 

O’ clock the enemy the bad boy bro vested 

mother f*cker’ turned around the corner 

in force there was a nasty enough 

f*cking gunfight Iain as usual many by 



standers got caught up in the aggressive 

gun fire. The bros bikers of latter days 

creed colour and wheels race off with 

their contested friends riding belting 

each other with chains, bats and with 

shooters clapping into the distance one 

of the best coolest looking biker mother 

f*cker’ you’ve ever seen was dressed in 

a heavily studded leather uniform with 

his white crash helmet having golden 

flames imagery and aviator sunglasses. 

The slick badman biker bod bro’ and the 

rival club’s pals caught up with the 

original murderer drug deal alignment on 

the night freeway now and blasted him. 

Then write every one dispersed E/Iain. 

His lot took revenge like they will 

always do and shot dead another one of 

the enemies opposing big biker club 

mother f*cker’s dead later the next day 

in the afternoon. Yeah, you know the 

f*cking score pal. That’s a f*cking 

gangster movie end… Biker’ getting blown 

away baby.  

 

 



SCENE 31: 

 

 

IAIN INNES 

 

That was the invention really hot new 

film titled. Movie A.K.A… The 

Obliteration List. Now stop all these 

f*cking tears fella you… Big dirty cut 

up c*nt pussy big time ‘character’ pal. 

Plus, as far as I care with this extra 

bit new film news… The person/who is 

nothing but a cheeky little silly billy 

sow rapping off can head straight to a 

f*cking limbo as far as I give a sh*t 

with all her mates with a neck stanley 

ha ha ha ha and ‘erm. 

 

 

NARRATION 

 

The end has now come. Just in time 

released for Christmas prezzies and best 

celebrations. Internet. Cinema, I’ve 

spoiled you again with this alphabetic 

script A to Z magical literature 



configurational piece of pie… It will 

make you rich with the power play 

business deal portfolio powerhouse suite 

of the leader’ opportunities IP bank. 

Come on… Christmas must still be a big 

enough market for ya. 

 

 

SCENE 32: 

 

 

QUOTE FROM ANOTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMER 

 

The free downloads this year were 

phenomenal writer I take my hat off to 

you. At least you weren’t out there… 

F*cking grabbing brother like a money 

mad little man slapper mate. 

 

 

+ NEW BONUS SCENE 33: 

 

 

The visuals and narration = with the great and holy knowledge 

graphics attire garb thanks and the entire scope of the sphere 

earths secrets more mysterious creative sacred and pure red 



lightning bolts appeared across the surface of the deep… With 

the best permissible sacrificial alter covered alignment of 

permitted purple in colour better than expensive cloth moves 

downwards into position and at triple powers light speed… Might 

I add over the entire welkin panorama… A massive expanse pure 

silver 12-point star-based pyramid appears from further above 

which also moves down into place under foot of 12 legions of 

Angels. This legitimate licit f*cking alter makes a loud crack 

noise of smack wizard and a flash of main blue light colour 

appears followed by a rich hallmarked silver screen that then 

turns 360 degrees on its central horizontal axis. Now the 12-

point star reappears through the total entirety of the scene at 

its central position location with limitless Deranged Paranormal 

Chimp laughing and wagging his mega force finger left and right 

and tutting, tut… Tut plus the famous fella version with the 

disguised little invention head again has a slick comb streaky 

grey/black side over Iain/Martin a left to right laughing very 

intimidatingly every 10 seconds slowly moving his head no left 

to right lasting 3 seconds each = 6 seconds onto, and… Completely 

across the shimmering new facets of this star pyramid. The rest 

of the scene shows off full size and scale sexy Sprites and 

building block Demons on the 12-point star pyramid façades as 

it turns 360 degrees around and shimmers signs of the coming 

new age of Aquarius and the Monkey shine feast plus alchemist’s 

skill. Good day.  

 



 

DERANGED PARANORMAL CHIMP AND THE FAMOUS FELLA WITH THE 

DISGUISED LITTLE INVENTION HEAD PLUS SEXY SPRITES AND BUILDING 

BLOCK DEMONS IN UNISON  

 

Movie new bonus new scene… An Invention 

Sophia. 

 

Dear Iain MR Smack Wizard in his mind to 

the thespian dramatic Magician and pro 

beyond A.D. Big business deals and the 

cash math symbols all foreseen universal 

calculus plus the foreign entities plus 

newly formatted text of the alchemical 

mass. Circle with a centre dot, we do 

not except traitors to the universe 

dear, plus… Behold this is the finest 

available yin and yang innovation shaman 

“+” in that mighty symbol the black 

effective and valid horny demon is right 

plus new angled innovation nation 

invention Demons capital X signages. I 

will flawlessly waste your souls killing 

them taking them from you. Mug you sir 

of your souls and your country men and 

their wives send them down to a very 



dirty spread melancholy hellish limbo 

lair gullet with their feet cut off yes 

I can and will be prepared to send them 

all traitors of the universe, to, A… 

Limbo show them off today with hi-tech 

not tat but done in legs big time made 

into cream cheesy stumps and make’th 

hard cheese stumps of their wives legs… 

All that go with that action and flack 

have but sh*t on their noses as the 

maggots and pus masturbates over thy 

enemies’ mess do not test fate to many 

times dangerous big madmen babies of 

w*r. W*r is “bad” for business. Plus, 

with deep inward eye flashes of ruby red 

fire blizzards plus the Demons he 

commands added is a magical spider in a 

bag the bag having a pre-written label 

print victory banner "Spider" for the 

unholy heathen wench also has sexed wet 

big un’ but also the writer is so 

creative he respects The Devil entity 

but of course manifests love for the 

bigger God in the bigger heavens. Now 

ladies and gentlemen introducing 

invention 1627 business concept 



invention portfolio opportunity 1627. 

New all in one miniature fit in pocket 

movie dolls invention upgraded 

schematic. This 3D and 50 mm in height 

moving parts humanoid skeletal grid 

powerhouses its outer casing all area 

led screen output visual display and 

audio of the whole area face and body 

capture of the movie characters in which 

the original actor/actress movie 

sequences were filmed. The device has an 

expandable software/movie drive for 

further purchases. With an on-board 

stereo speaker plus command microphone 

plus command menu input touch screen is 

located on the back of the device. As 

standard the miniature movie dolls have 

a memory bank of a hundred plus movie 

trailers. Plus, the device has all 

needed skeletal joints for extra all 

needed movement plus also comes with a 

360-degree ball jointed detachable stand 

of which has a connected movement 

alignment with the onscreen movie visual 

output system. The double on board power 

cell battery switch is charged by USB 



plus mains electricity adapter pack. 

Plus, also one arts thou in his mind to 

the former days dark skinned bogeyman 

restaurant guest and including the best 

tat rust Maureen amounts into the finest 

format silver argent vive transmutation 

of other movie script works of the 

companies… Fiction mad little helmet 

case deranged paranormal chimp says 

batter that man for his 30 pieces of 

silver offer the cheeky c plus go f*ck 

yourself your wife your monkeys in the 

jungle that you jack and win it on viably 

on the ones and twos. Well lieutenants, 

generals, brigadiers and triumphant 

angels rejoiced in the, I always wanted 

to write a holy Sophia. 

 

 

The End. The Credits Roll Up. 
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